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HIGH POINT, NC – October 17, 2014 Pearson’s October 2014 Upholstery introductions feature
classic silhouettes with a modern perspective. These new pieces were made by hand by the talented
craftsmen in our new Hickory Workroom. This fall’s new introductions feature the exquisite
tailoring, hand-tufting, hand-made frames and comfort. In addition, Pearson is introducing
beautiful new fabrics and leather to its textile collection. Several exclusive prints, wovens and
velvets are also being introduced this fall.

207207-00 Alfred Ottoman – This square ottoman has a button tufted upholstered top that sits upon a
hand-turned wooden base with an apron and stretchers. The elegantly turned legs end in a little
pad foot.

16631663-00 Sylvia Dining Chair – Inspired by a Greek Klismos antique, the Sylvia Dining Chair is a
modern interpretation with its biscuit-tufted curved back and elegantly shaped saber legs.
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422422-00 Saber Lounge Chair – One of the most exciting new introductions for Pearson this fall is the
Saber Lounge Chair. Its slim arms, tight raised back and comfortable seat cushion sit upon carved
saber legs with an adjoining apron. This new frame has a sleek sexy look that is quite different for
Pearson.

647 – Modern Club Chair – This chair is a fresh interpretation of a French closed arm Bergere chair.
The crisp tailored upholstery sits upon carved tapered legs giving it a clean more Modern look.
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10121012-20 Parisian Armless Banquette & 10121012-56 Parisian Right Corner Armless Sofa

10141014-20 Parisian Armless Diamond Tufted Banquette& 10141014-56 Parisian
Parisian Right Corner Armless
Diamond Tufted Sofa

10161016-20 Parisian Armless Biscuit Tufted Banquette & 10161016-56 Parisian Right Corner Armless Biscuit
Tufted Sofa

The Parisian Banquette series offers several options, Biscuit-Tufted, Diamond-Tufted or a sleek
non-tufted version. A love seat and companion LAF and RAF armless corner sofa is available.
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22492249-20 Serpentine Sofa - Named for the elegant curved shape of the back, the Serpentine Sofa has
elegantly tapered carved legs that are fitted with custom Antique Brass ferrules. The inside arms
have a decorative sewing detail. The Serpentine Sofa is standard with boxed loose pillow back
cushions, comfortable F6 seat cushions and a pair of 22 inch throw pillows.

22572257-00 Manhattan Sofa. 257257-00 Manhattan
Manhattan Lounge Chair and 257257-50 Manhattan Ottoman – The
new Manhattan Sofa has an interesting open arm detail, an exposed wood apron and smart tapered
saber legs. The sofa has a boxed loose pillow back pillows, comfortable F6 Spring-Down seat
cushions and a pair of 22-inch throw pillows standard. A companion lounge chair and ottoman are
standard.
Pearson produces meticulously crafted, premium upholstered furniture and occasional pieces for
residential and commercial interior designers and consumers worldwide. Founded in 1941,
Pearson is renowned for hallmark custom offerings, exclusive upholstery designs and decorative
occasional accent pieces.

Contact: Laura Holland
Pearson – A Heritage Home Brand
828-328-1802 ext. 7208
Laura.Holland@HeritageHome.com
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